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Abstract
In [3], the Clifford bundle over spacetime was used as a geometric
framework for obtaining coupled Dirac and Einstein equations. Other
forces may be incorporated using minimal coupling. Here the fun-
damental forces that are allowed within this framework are explicitly
enumerated.
1 Introduction
In a previous article [3], we used the Clifford bundle Cl∗M over a spacetime
manifold M as a geometric framework for incorporating both the Dirac and
Einstein equations. We also indicated how other forces can be introduced
using minimal coupling. That is, by using a connection on the Clifford bundle
of the form ∇α = ∂α+Γˆα+ θα. Here Γˆα is the metric–compatible connection
on M extended to Cl∗M , and θα is a collection of four 16× 16 matrices that
encode the force. These matrices must satisfy certain constraints in order for
the variational principle to yield the Dirac equation γα∇αψ = mψ. Such a
collection θ = {θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3} is a tensor, which we call a force tensor.
In this article, we enumerate the distinct types of forces that are allowed
by minimal coupling. This is done by considering the action of the Lorentz
group on the space of all possible force tensors V . Under this action, V is
a representation of the Lorentz group. And as such, it can be decomposed
into irreducible subrepresentations. Each irreducible subrepresentation cor-
responds to a distinct force.
Article summary. In the remainder of this section, we review the relevant
constructions used in geometric framework introduced in [3], as well as the
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necessary constraints on a force tensor θ. In section 2, we find a basis for
the space of all possible force tensors V , and in section 3 we write down the
irreducible subspaces. Each irreducible subspace is identified with a type
of fundamental force field on spacetime M : scalar, vector, anti–symmetric
tensor, symmetric tensor, and Fierz tensor. In section 4, we use the curvature
of the connection ∇α to obtain field equations for each of the fundamental
forces.
1.1 Geometric framework
Let M be a Lorentz manifold with metric g. Let x = xα, with α = 0, 1, 2, 3,
be local coordinates for M , and let eα
.
= ∂/∂xα denote the corresponding
basis vectors of the tangent bundle of M at x. In this basis, gαβ denotes the
components of g, and gαβ denotes the components of g−1.
The Clifford bundle Cl∗M is formed by taking the Clifford algebra of
each fiber of the tangent bundle. That is, we enforce the algebra relation
eαeβ + eβeα = 2gαβ on each fiber. We may choose
e∅
.
= 1, e0, e1, e2, e3, e01, e02, e03, e12, e13, e23, e012, e013, e023, e123, e0123
as basis vectors for the fibers of Cl∗M . Here eI
.
= eα1eα2 · · · eαk for the multi–
index I = α1α2 · · ·αk. We denote the length of I by |I|; i.e., |I| = k. A field ψ
is a section M → Cl∗M , and we write ψ = ψ
IeI , where I = ∅, 0, 1, . . . , 0123.
The gamma matrix γµ is defined as left multiplication by the tangent
vector eµ. That is, γµψ
.
= eµψ. Moreover, we set γ
α .= gαβγβ.
The spacetime metric g is extended to a metric gˆ on Cl∗M by the rule
gˆ(ψ, φ)
.
= −1
2
〈ψ†φ + φ†ψ〉∅. Here ψ
† is the linear extension of e†α1α2···αk
.
=
(−1)keαk···α2···α1 , and 〈ψ〉∅ is linear projection onto the e∅ component of ψ.
One shows that γTα gˆ + gˆγα = 0.
A transformation A on the tangent bundle of M extends to a transfor-
mation Aˆ on Cl∗M via the rule Aˆeα1α2···αk
.
= (Aeα1)(Aeα2) · · · (Aeαk). In
particular, suppose that B is a change of basis for the tangent bundle of M :
e′α = B
−1eα. This extends to an action Bˆ on Cl∗M . Under the extended
change of basis, the gamma matrices transform as γ′α = (B
−1)βαBˆγβBˆ
−1
and γ′α = Bαβ Bˆγ
βBˆ−1. Whereas the extended metric transforms as gˆ′ =
Bˆ−T gˆBˆ−1.
The transformation extension rule in the previous paragraph applies to
Lie groups. That is, if G is a Lie group acting locally on the tangent bundle,
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then we can extend the action of G to Cl∗M . On the other hand, the
Lie algebra g of G extends to a Lie algebra action via the rule aˆeα1···αk =∑k
i=1 eα1 · · · eαi−1(aeαi)eαi+1 . . . eαk for all a ∈ g.
1.2 Allowed forces
We use minimal coupling to model forces. That is, we assume there is a
connection ∇ on Cl∗M , where ∇αψ = ∂αψ+Cαψ for some collection of four
16 × 16 matrices Cα. However, we need to ensure that we obtain the Dirac
equation
Dψ + µψ = 0, where Dψ
.
= γα∇αψ,
by varying the (partial) Lagrangian density
LK = (ψ
T gˆDψ + µψT gˆψ)ω, ω
.
=
√
− det(g) (1)
with respect to ψ. As observed in [3], the conditions
CTα gˆ + gˆCα = ∂αgˆ and [γ
α, Cβ] = ∂βγ
α + Γαβǫγ
ǫ, (2)
where Γαβǫ are the Christoffel symbols for the metric connection on M , are
sufficient to guarantee this.
The metric connection on M extends to a connection on Cl∗M via the
Leibniz rule. Moreover, the extended metric connection matrices Γˆα satisfy
both conditions in equation (2). So to incorporate forces other than gravity,
we look for connection matrices of the form
Cα = Γˆα + θα, with
θTα gˆ + gˆθα = 0 and [γ
α, θβ ] = 0. (3)
We call any collection θα of 16×16 matrices that satisfy (3) a force tensor.
We write θ∗ to denote the collection {θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3}.
By general principles, under a local change of basis B for the tangent
bundle of M , the connection matrices Cα transform as
C ′α = (B
−1)βα(−∂βBˆ + BˆCβ)Bˆ
−1. (4)
The extended metric connection Γˆα will satisfy this equation, so a force tensor
must satisfy the transformation rule
θ′α = (B
−1)βαBˆθβBˆ
−1 (5)
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Moreover, a force tensor remains a force tensor under a transformation. That
is, the equations in (3) are satisfied by the transformed force tensor: θ′Tα gˆ
′ +
gˆ′θ′α = 0 and [γ
′α, θ′β ] = 0.
We remark that a force tensor is, in general, not the matrix of an actual
connection. It does not transform as a connection matrix is required to,
equation (4). However in the case of Minkowski spaceM, where the extended
metric connection is trivial Γˆα = 0, a force tensor is indeed the matrix of a
connection on the Clifford algebra Cl(M).
2 The space of force tensors
The set V (g) of all force tensors is necessarily a (real) vector space. We will
determine a basis in the case of the Minkowski metric g = η, where
η
.
= diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).
Note that ηˆ is also diagonal. The following fact, which we verify at the end
of this section, facilitates the computation.
Fact. Let N be a 16×16 matrix acting on Cl(M) as a vector space. Then N
commutes with gamma matrices if and only if for all multi–indices I we have
NeI = eI · Ne∅. Moreover for such N , N
T ηˆ + ηˆN = 0 if and only if Ne∅
lies in the subspace of Cl(M) spanned by the basis vectors eI with |I| = 1, 2.
Observe that from the first statement, any matrix N that commutes with
gamma matrices is completely determined by its effect on e∅.
Let us introduce the following notation. For a multi–index I, {I} de-
notes the 16×16 matrix that commutes with gamma matrices and such that
{I}e∅ = eI . Moreover, we let {β, I}∗ denote the collection of matrices with
{β, I}α = 0 if α 6= β, and {β, I}α = {I} if α = β.
I.e., {β, I}α = δαβ{I}. It should be pointed out that even though {α}e∅ = eα
and γαe∅ = eα, necessarily {α} 6= γα.
From the above fact, we see that the space of force tensors V (η) is a real
vector space with basis given by
{β, I}∗ with I = 0, 1, 2, 3, 01, 02, 03, 12, 13, 23 and β = 0, 1, 2, 3. (6)
In particular, V (η) has dimension 40.
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In the remainder of this section, we verify the previously claimed proper-
ties of the matrix 16× 16 matrix N . The first statement is readily seen from
the definition of the gamma matrices. For the second statement, let I =
α1 · · ·αk be a multi–index. Set γI
.
= γα1 · · · γαk , and γ
†
I
.
= (−1)kγαk · · · γα1 ,
so that γIe∅ = eI and γ
†
Ie∅ = e
†
I . Moreover, ηˆγ
†
I = γ
T
I ηˆ. Viewing eI as a
column vector, we have
eT∅ ηˆNeI = e
T
∅ ηˆNγIe∅ = e
T
∅ ηˆγINe∅.
The symmetry of ηˆ implies that the quantity on the right is equal to
eT∅N
TγTI ηˆe∅ = e
T
∅N
T ηˆγ†Ie∅ = e
T
∅N
T ηˆe†I .
It follows that (⋆) eT∅ (ηˆN + N
T ηˆ)eI = e
T
∅N
T ηˆ(e†I + eI) for any multi–index
I. Observe that eI + e
†
I = 0 if |I| = 1, 2 and is equal to 2eI if |I| = 0, 3, 4.
Therefore if NT ηˆ + ηˆN = 0, (⋆) and the fact that ηˆ is diagonal imply that
Ne∅ can only lie in the subspace spanned by those eI with |I| = 1, 2.
Conversely, let J and K be any multi–indices. Now e†JeK reduces to a
multiple of a basis vector, say reI . So,
eTJN
T ηˆeK = e
T
∅ γ
T
JN
T ηˆeK = e
T
∅N
TγTJ ηˆeK = e
T
∅N
T ηˆγ†JeK = re
T
∅N
T ηˆeI .
Similarly, one computes eTJ ηˆNeK = re
T
∅N
T ηˆe†I , so that e
T
J (N
T ηˆ + ηˆN)eK =
reT∅N
T ηˆ(eI + e
†
I). Identity (⋆) thus implies that N
T ηˆ + ηˆN = 0 if Ne∅ lies
in the stated subspace.
3 Irreducible connections
A Lorentz transformation Λ defines a change of basis for the tangent bundle
of M . We can extend this to a change of basis Λˆ for Cl∗M . In this way the
Lorentz group O(g) acts on the space of force tensors V (g). Indeed, from
equation (5),
(Λ · θ)α
.
= (Λ−1)βαΛˆθβΛˆ
−1
for any force tensor θ∗. The corresponding Lorentz algebra action is then
(L · θ)α = −L
β
αθβ + Lˆθα − θαLˆ = [Lˆ, θα]− L
β
αθβ (7)
for L ∈ so(g).
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We say that a force tensor θ∗ is irreducible if its orbit under the O(g)
action, or equivalently under the so(g) action, is an irreducible real represen-
tation ofO(g). The irreducible sub–representations of V (g) may be computed
using standard Lie algebra techniques, such as in [2]. We will present the
results for the case g = η.
3.1 Summary of fundamental computations
We explicitly compute how so(η) affects each of the basic force tensors {β, I}∗
in equation (6). As a vector space, so(η) is six–dimensional, and we may take
as basis the six 4× 4 matrices
s01, s02, s03, a12, a13, a23
s0k
.
= E0k + Ek0 and ajk
.
= Ejk −Ekj
where Eαβ is the 4 × 4 matrix whose (α, β)–entry is unity, and all other
entries are zero. In particular, we have
s0ke0 = ek, s0kek = e0, ajkej = −ek, ajkek = ej (8)
and s0kel = 0 and ajkel = 0 in all other cases.
The Lie algebra action of so(η) on M extends to a Lie algebra action on
Cl(M). For example,
sˆ03e02 = (s03e0)(e2) + (e0)(s03e2) = (e3)(e2) + (e0)(0) = −e2e3 = −e23
Now from equation (7), the action of L ∈ so(η) on {β, I} is
(L · {β, I})α = [Lˆ, {β, I}α]− L
ν
α{β, I}ν = δ
β
α[Lˆ, {I}]− L
β
α{I}
Figure 1 gives a listing of values for [Lˆ, {I}] for our chosen basis matrices L
of so(η). For instance,
sˆ03{02}eJ = sˆ03eJe02 = (sˆ03eJ)(e02) + (eJ)(sˆ03e02)
= {02}sˆ03eJ − eJe23 = {02}sˆ03eJ − {23}eJ
So that [sˆ03, {02}] = −{23}. Figure 1 and equation (8) can then be used to
compute the effect of the so(η) action on the basis elements of V (η). E.g.,
(a23 · {2, 12})0 = 0− (a23)
2
0{12} = 0
(a23 · {2, 12})1 = 0− (a23)
2
1{12} = 0
(a23 · {2, 12})2 = [aˆ23, {12}]− (a23)
2
2{12} = −{13} − 0 = −{13}
(a23 · {2, 12})3 = 0− (a23)
2
3{12} = −{12}
6
{I}\L s01 s02 s03 a12 a13 a23
{0} {1} {2} {3} 0 0 0
{1} {0} 0 0 −{2} −{3} 0
{2} 0 {0} 0 {1} 0 −{3}
{3} 0 0 {0} 0 {1} {2}
{01} 0 −{12} −{13} −{02} −{03} 0
{02} {12} 0 −{23} {01} 0 −{03}
{03} {13} {23} 0 0 {01} {02}
{12} {02} −{01} 0 0 {23} −{13}
{13} {03} 0 −{01} −{23} 0 {12}
{23} 0 {03} −{02} {13} −{12} 0
Figure 1: Table of values for [Lˆ, {I}].
Thus, (a23 · {12})∗ = (0, 0,−{13},−{12}) = −{2, 13}∗ − {3, 12}∗.
3.2 Irreducible summands: overview
Viewing the space of force tensors V (g) as a Lie algebra representation of
so(g), we decompose it into irreducible summands. Schematically, the de-
composition is
V (g) = 1⊕ 4⊕ 4′ ⊕ 6⊕ 9⊕ 16 (9)
where each summand has the indicated dimension. The decomposition is over
the reals. Further decomposition of the summands 6 and 16 can be achieved
over the complex numbers. Indeed when complex coefficients are allowed,
each of these two summands decomposes into two conjugate summands of
complex dimensions equal to half the real dimension: 6 = 3⊕3¯ and 16 = 8⊕8¯.
The 4–dimensional summands 4 and 4′ are (real) isomorphic. In fact, we will
see that 4 and 4′ are both isomorphic to the standard 4–vector representation
of the Lorentz group. In the classification of representations of the Lorentz
group, this representation is denoted (1
2
, 1
2
). The summand 6 is isomorphic
to (1, 0)⊕ (0, 1), 9 isomorphic to (1, 1), and 16 isomorphic to (3
2
, 1
2
)⊕ (1
2
, 3
2
).
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3.3 One–dimensional connection
The summand 1 is the one–dimensional subspace spanned by the single force
tensor
u = {0, 0}∗ + {1, 1}∗ + {2, 2}∗ + {3, 3}∗.
Indeed, one computes that L · u = 0 for all generators L = s01, s02, s03, a12,
a13, a23 of so(η), and hence for all L ∈ so(η). That is, so(η) acts trivially on
u. Any force tensor in 1 can thus be written in the form
U∗ = φu (10)
for a scalar field φ. The field φ is necessarily unaffected by a change of basis;
that is, its transformation rule is φ′ = φ. The individual component matrices
of U∗ are
U0 = φ {0}, U1 = φ {1}, U2 = φ {2}, U3 = φ {3}
3.4 Four–dimensional connections
There two four–dimensional summands in (9). We will see that the two
summands are isomorphic. As a consequence of this, if we set V
.
= 4 ⊕ 4′,
then the decomposition of V into irreducible summands is not unique: we
can find irreducible subspaces V1, V2 of V such that V = V1 ⊕ V2, but V1 is
equal to neither 4 nor 4′. For the moment, we will choose summands that
are comparatively easily to write down. Specifically, set
V1
.
= R{v0, v1, v2, v3} and V2
.
= R{v′0, v
′
1, v
′
2, v
′
3}
where
v0
.
= −{1, 01}∗ − {2, 02}∗ − {3, 03}∗ v
′
0
.
= −{1, 23}∗ + {2, 13}∗ − {3, 12}∗
v1
.
= {0, 01}∗ − {2, 12}∗ − {3, 13}∗ v
′
1
.
= {0, 23}∗ + {2, 03}∗ − {3, 02}∗
v2
.
= {0, 02}∗ + {1, 12}∗ − {3, 23}∗ v
′
2
.
= −{0, 13}∗ − {1, 03}∗ + {3, 01}∗
v3
.
= {0, 03}∗ + {1, 13}∗ + {2, 23}∗ v
′
3
.
= {0, 12}∗ + {1, 02}∗ − {2, 01}∗
Observe that as matrices, {0123}{01} = {23}. In this way, we can write
v′α = Jvα, so that V2 = JV1, where J
.
= {0123}.
In general, for any angle ζ we obtain an irreducible summand of V by
choosing basis vectors
cos ζ vα + sin ζ v
′
α = cos ζ vα + sin ζ Jvα = e
ζJvα
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where eζJ = cos ζ I + sin ζ J is the matrix exponential (note that J2 = −I).
Let us set
4ζ
.
= eζJV1 = R{e
ζJv0, e
ζJv1, e
ζJv2, e
ζJv3}. (11)
For different values of ζ , we obtain different summands of V . Moreover for
ζ, ζ ′ ∈ [0, π) with ζ 6= ζ ′, V = 4ζ ⊕ 4ζ′.
One computes the extended Lie algebra action of so(η) on the basis vec-
tors of V1 to be
sˆ0kv0 = vk, sˆ0kvk = v0, aˆjkvj = −vk, aˆjkvk = vj
for j, k = 1, 2, 3 and j 6= k (with all other actions trivial). Moreover, the
matrix J commutes with the extended Lie algebra action, so that the basis
vectors of 4ζ in (11) transform in the exact same way as those of V1. It follows
that 4ζ is indeed stable under the so(η) action, and that all summands of this
form are isomorphic. Furthermore, the basis vectors of 4ζ transform exactly
like the basis vectors eα of M under Lorentz transformations. Therefore, any
force tensor in 4ζ can be identified with a 4–vector field. I.e., we have the
force tensor
F∗ = A
αeζJ vα (12)
for any 4–vector field Aα. Explicitly, we have
F0 = e
ζJ(A1{01}+ A2{02}+ A3{03})
F1 = e
ζJ(−A0({01}+ A2{12}+ A3{13})
F2 = e
ζJ(−A0{02} − A1{12}+ A3{23})
F3 = e
ζJ(−A0{03} − A1{13} − A2{23})
3.5 Six–dimensional connections
The summand 6 in (9) is spanned by the force tensors
v01
.
= {2, 3}∗ − {3, 2}∗ v02
.
= {3, 1}∗ − {1, 3}∗
v03
.
= {1, 2}∗ − {2, 1}∗ v12
.
= {3, 0}∗ + {0, 3}∗
v13
.
= −{2, 0}∗ − {0, 2}∗ v23
.
= {1, 0}∗ + {0, 1}∗
(13)
The action of so(η) on these basic force tensors is given in table in figure 2.
This verifies that 6 is indeed stable under the so(η) action. In fact, this is
exactly the same action as that of so(η) on Λ2M, the vector space spanned
9
s01 s02 s03 a12 a13 a23
v01 0 −v12 −v13 −v02 −v03 0
v02 v12 0 −v23 v01 0 −v03
v03 v13 v23 0 0 v01 v02
v12 v02 −v01 0 0 v23 −v13
v13 v03 0 −v01 −v23 0 v12
v23 0 v03 −v02 v13 −v12 0
Figure 2: The action of so(η) on the basic force tensors of 6.
by the 2–forms eα ∧ eβ
.
= eα ⊗ eβ − eβ ⊗ eα. Hence we may identify any
connection from 6 with an anti–symmetric tensor field W αβ. That is, we
may write
H∗ = W
αβvαβ (14)
for some anti–symmetric tensor field W αβ , provided we define the basic con-
nections vαβ to satisfy vαβ = 0 if α ≥ β. Explicitly,
H0 =W
12{3} −W 13{2}+W 23{1}
H1 = −W
02{3}+W 03{2}+W 23{0}
H2 =W
01{3} −W 03{1} −W 13{0}
H3 = −W
01{2}+W 02{1}+W 12{0}
3.6 Nine–dimensional connections
A basis for summand 9 in (9) is given by the following basic force tensors.
u00
.
= −{0, 0}∗ + {3, 3}∗ u01
.
= {1, 0}∗ − {0, 1}∗
u02
.
= {2, 0}∗ − {0, 2}∗ u03
.
= {3, 0}∗ − {0, 3}∗
u11
.
= {1, 1}∗ − {3, 3}∗ u12
.
= {2, 1}∗ + {1, 2}∗
u13
.
= {3, 1}∗ + {1, 3}∗ u22
.
= {2, 2}∗ − {3, 3}∗
u23
.
= {3, 2}∗ + {2, 3}∗
(15)
The action of so(η) on these is summarized in the table in figure 3, from
which we see that the above collection of force tensors is stable under the
so(η) action.
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We show that the basic force tensors in (15) form a basis for the space of
symmetric traceless 4× 4 matrices on Minkowski space M. Indeed, suppose
Sαβ is such that Sβα = Sαβ and Sαα = ηαβS
αβ = 0. The latter condition is
equivalent to S33 = S00 − S11 − S22. Therefore, we may write
Sαβeα ⊗ eβ = S
00(e0 ⊗ e0 + e3 ⊗ e3) + S
01(e0 ⊗ e1 + e1 ⊗ e0)
+ S02(e0 ⊗ e2 + e2 ⊗ e0) + S
03(e0 ⊗ e3 + e3 ⊗ e0)
+ S11(e1 ⊗ e1 − e3 ⊗ e3) + S
12(e1 ⊗ e2 + e2 ⊗ e1)
+ S13(e1 ⊗ e3 + e3 ⊗ e1) + S
22(e2 ⊗ e2 − e3 ⊗ e3)
+ S23(e2 ⊗ e3 + e3 ⊗ e2)
which defines a basis for the space of symmetric traceless matrices. One
computes that the so(η) action on this basis is exactly the same as the action
on the corresponding basic force tensors in equation (15).
In sum, if we define uαβ = 0 for α > β and u33 = 0, then a force tensor
in 9 can be written in the form
N∗ = S
αβuαβ
for some symmetric traceless tensor field Sαβ; i.e., such that Sαβ = Sβα and
Sαα = 0. Explicitly,
N0 = −S
00{0} − S01{1} − S02{2} − S03{3}
N1 = S
01{0}+ S11{1}+ S12{2}+ S13{3}
N2 = S
02{0}+ S12{1}+ S22{2}+ S23{3}
N3 = S
03{0}+ S13{1}+ S23{2}+ S33{3}
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s01 s02 s03 a12 a13 a23
u00 u01 u02 2u03 0 u13 u23
u01 2u00 + 2u11 u12 u13 −u02 −u03 0
u02 u12 2u00 + 2u22 u23 u01 0 −u03
u03 u13 u23 2u00 0 u01 u02
u11 u01 0 −u03 −u12 −2u13 −u23
u12 u02 u01 0 2u11 − 2u22 −u23 −u13
u13 u03 0 u01 −u23 2u11 u12
u22 0 u02 −u03 u12 −u13 −2u23
u23 0 u03 u02 u13 u12 2u22
Figure 3: The action of so(η) on the basic force tensors of 9.
3.7 Sixteen–dimensional connections
The sixteen–dimensional summand 16 in equation 9 is spanned by the fol-
lowing force tensors:
u102
.
= {1, 02}∗ − {0, 12}∗ u103
.
= {1, 03}∗ − {0, 13}∗
u112
.
= {1, 12}∗ − {0, 02}∗ u113
.
= {1, 13}∗ − {0, 03}∗
u201
.
= {2, 01}∗ + {0, 12}∗ u202
.
= {2, 02}∗ + {1, 01}∗
u203
.
= {2, 03}∗ − {0, 23}∗ u212
.
= {2, 12}∗ + {0, 01}∗
u213
.
= {2, 13}∗ + {1, 23}∗ u223
.
= {2, 23}∗ − {0, 03}∗
u301
.
= {3, 01}∗ + {0, 13}∗ u302
.
= {3, 02}∗ + {0, 23}∗
u303
.
= {3, 03}∗ − {1, 01}∗ u312
.
= {3, 12}∗ − {1, 23}∗
u313
.
= {3, 13}∗ + {0, 01}∗ u323
.
= {3, 23}∗ + {0, 02}∗
(16)
The action of so(η) on these force tensors is given by the table in figure 4.
We will identify the coefficients of a force tensor in 16 with a Fierz tensor.
Such tensors are described briefly in [1].
Consider the subspace F of the tensor product spaceM⊗M⊗M consisting
of tensors F αρσ of the form
F αρσ = −F ασρ, ηαρF
αρσ = 0, ǫαρστF
αρσ = 0. (17)
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These three constraints allow us to write
F αρσeα ⊗ eρ ⊗ eσ =F
102(f102 + f012) + F
103(f103 + f013) + F
112(f112 + f002)
+ F 113(f113 + f003) + F
201(f201 − f012) + F
202(f202 − f101)
+ F 203(f203 + f023) + F
212(f212 − f001) + F
213(f213 + f123)
+ F 223(f223 + f003) + F
301(f301 − f013) + F
302(f302 − f023)
+ F 303(f303 − f101) + F
312(f312 − f123) + F
313(f313 − f001)
+ F 323(f323 − f002)
where fαρσ
.
= eα ⊗ eρ ⊗ eσ − eα ⊗ eσ ⊗ eρ. One computes that the action of
so(η) on the basis of F thus defined is exactly as the table in figure 4. That
is, the basis element f102 + f012 transforms in the same way as the basic force
tensor u102, f103 + f013 transforms exactly as u103, and so on.
It follows that a general force tensor in 16 can be expressed in the form
X∗ = F
αρσuαρσ,
where F αρσ satisfies equation (17), and provided we set uαρσ = 0 for indices
that do not match those of the stated basis elements. E.g., u001 = 0, u231 = 0,
et cetera. Moreover, we have
X0 = −F
001{01} − F 002{02} − F 003{03} − F 012{12} − F 013{13} − F 023{23}
X1 = F
101{01} + F 102{02} + F 103{03} + F 112{12} + F 113{13} + F 123{23}
X2 = F
201{01} + F 202{02} + F 203{03} + F 212{12} + F 213{13} + F 223{23}
X3 = F
301{01} + F 302{02} + F 303{03} + F 312{12} + F 313{13} + F 323{23}
4 Fundamental forces
Each distinct irreducible summand in (9) corresponds to a distinct funda-
mental force. That is, there are five fundamental forces (not including grav-
ity) predicted by this model. In this section, for each fundamental force we
compute the the potential energy term under the assumption
LV
.
= ω tr(ΩαβΩ
αβ),
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s01 s02 s03 a12 a13 a23
u102 2u112 u212 u312 −u202 −u302 −u103
u103 2u113 u213 u313 −u203 −u303 u102
u112 2u102 u202 u302 −u212 −u312 −u113
u113 2u103 u203 u303 −u213 −u313 u112
u201 −u112 −2u212 −u312 − u213 −u202 −u203 −u301
u202 u212 u112 u113 − u223 2u102 + 2u201 u301 + u103 −u302 − u203
u203 u213 2u223 u323 u103 u201 u202 − u303
u212 u202 −2u201 −u301 u112 u223 −u213 − u312
u213 u203 u103 −u102 − u201 2u113 − 2u223 −u112 − u323 u212 − u313
u223 u103 2u203 u303 − u202 u213 −u212 −u323
u301 −u113 −u213 − u312 −2u313 −u302 −u303 u201
u302 u312 −u223 −2u323 u301 u102 u202 − u303
u303 u313 u323 + u112 u113 u102 + u201 2u103 + 2u301 u203 + u302
u312 u302 −u103 − u301 u102 u223 − u113 2u112 + 2u323 u212 − u313
u313 u303 −u201 −2u301 −u323 u113 u213 + u312
u323 −u102 u303 − u202 −2u302 u313 −u312 u223
Figure 4: The action of so(η) on the basic force tensors of 16.
where Ωαβ = ∂αCβ − ∂βCα + CαCβ − CβCα is the curvature matrix of the
total connection Cα = Γˆα + θα, with θ∗ the force tensor. We also compute
the force field equations obtained by varying the Lagrangian density
L = LK + τLV , (18)
with LK as in equation (1) and τ a constant, with respect to the force field
components. Again we assume that g = η, the Minkowski metric, so that
Cα = θα.
With the exception of the scalar field, all computations were performed
with the assistance of a symbolic algebra package.
4.1 Scalar field
The potential energy of the force tensor U∗ in equation (10), associated with
the one–dimensional irreducible summand 1, is found to be
LV = 96 (∂
αφ)(∂αφ)− 768φ
4
Variation of the Lagrangian density (18) with respect to the scalar field φ
then gives the field equation
∂α∂
αφ+ 16φ3 = 1
192τ1
ψT ηˆγα{α}ψ (19)
for some constant τ1.
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4.2 Vector field
The potential energy term in the Lagrangian for the force tensor F∗ on 4ζ
given in equation (12) is
LV =− 384(AαA
α)2 cos 4ζ + 256(AαAα∂βA
β −AαAβ∂αA
β) cos 3ζ
− 32[2(∂αA
β)(∂αAβ) + (∂αA
α)2] cos 2ζ + 32ǫαβρσ(∂αAβ)(∂ρAσ) sin 2ζ
Here ǫαβρσ is the totally antisymmetric tensor of rank four. The field equation
for the four–vector field Aα is then
(∂β∂
βAα + ∂α∂βA
β) cos 2ζ − 6(Aβ∂αA
β − Aα∂βA
β) cos 3ζ
− 12(AβA
β)Aα cos 4ζ = −
1
128τ4
ψT ηˆγβeζJ(vα)β
where vα is the basic force tensor from section 3.4, and (vα)β is the β–
component matrix of vα
4.3 Antisymmetric tensor field
In this case, the potential energy term of the Lagrangian for the connection
H∗ in (14) is
LV = −32(W
αβWαβ)
2 + 4(ǫαβρσW
αβW ρσ)2
− 16(∂αW
ρσ)(∂αWρσ)− 32(∂βW
αβ)(∂σWασ)
The field equation for the antisymmetric tensor field W αβ is
∂µ∂
µWαβ − ∂α∂
σWσβ + ∂β∂
σWσα − 4(W
ρσWρσ)Wαβ
+ 1
2
(ǫµνρσW
µνW ρσ)ǫαβκλW
κλ = − 1
64τ6
ψT ηˆγσ(vαβ − vβα)σψ
where (vαβ)σ is the σ–component matrix of the basic force tensor vαβ in
equation (13).
4.4 Symmetric tensor field
For a symmetric traceless tensor field Sαβ , the potential energy term for the
Lagrangian is
LV = −32(S
αβSαβ)
2 + 256 det(S) + 32(∂αSβρ)(∂αSβρ)− 32(∂
αSβρ)(∂βSαρ)
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where det(S) is the determinant of the field Sαβ as a 4 × 4 matrix. To
compute the variation of the total Lagrangian with respect to Sαβ, we need
to take into the constraint S33 = S00 − S11 − S22. The result is
ξ00 + ξ33 = χ00, ξ01 = χ01, ξ02 = χ02,
ξ03 = χ03, ξ11 − ξ33 = χ11, ξ12 = χ12,
ξ13 = χ13, ξ22 − ξ33 = χ22, ξ23 = χ23
where
ξαβ
.
= ∂µ∂
µSαβ −
1
2
∂α∂
µSµβ −
1
2
∂β∂
µSµα
+ 2(SρσSρσ)Sαβ − 2 [cof(S)αβ + cof(S)βα]
χαβ
.
= 1
128τ9
ψT ηˆγρ(uαβ + uβα)ρψ
Here, cof(S) is the cofactor matrix of S, and uαβ are the basic force tensors
in equation (15).
4.5 Fierz tensor field
In this case, the potential energy term of the Lagrangian is given by
LV = −8(F
αρσFαρσ)
2 + 2(ǫρσµνF
αρσFα
µν)2 + 16(∂βF
αρσ)(∂αF
β
ρσ)
− 16(∂βF
αρσ)(∂βFαρσ) + 128(∂βF
αρσ)Fαρ
µF βσµ
where F αρσ is a Fierz tensor; i.e., a tensor that satisfies equation (17). Con-
strained variation of the total Lagrangian yields
ξ102 + ξ012 = χ102, ξ103 + ξ013 = χ103, ξ112 + ξ002 = χ112, ξ113 + ξ003 = χ113,
ξ201 − ξ012 = χ201, ξ202 − ξ101 = χ202, ξ203 + ξ023 = χ203, ξ212 − ξ001 = χ212,
ξ213 + ξ123 = χ213, ξ223 + ξ003 = χ223, ξ301 − ξ013 = χ301, ξ302 − ξ023 = χ302,
ξ303 − ξ101 = χ303, ξ312 − ξ123 = χ312, ξ313 − ξ001 = χ313, ξ323 − ξ002 = χ323,
where
ξαρσ
.
= ∂β∂
βFαρσ − ∂α∂βF
β
ρσ + 4F
βν
σ∂βFαρν − 4F
βν
ρ∂βFασν
+ 2F κλσ∂αFκλρ − 2F
κλ
ρ∂αFκλσ + 2Fασ
κ∂βF
β
ρκ − 2Fαρ
κ∂βF
β
σκ
− (F βµνFβµν)Fαρσ +
1
4
(ǫκλµνF
βκλFβ
µν)ǫρσθφFα
θφ
χαρσ
.
= − 1
64τ16
ψT γˆν(uαρσ − uασρ)νψ
Here, uαρσ are the basic force tensors in equation (16).
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